Serial Quantitative and Qualitative Measurements of Flow in Vein of Galen Malformations Using 4-Dimensional Flow Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Phase Contrast Vastly undersampled Isotropic PRojection).
Vein of Galen malformations (VoGMs) induce cerebrovascular dysfunction through arterial steal and venous hypertension resulting, if untreated, in severe neurologic morbidity and mortality. Noninvasive techniques for quantitative, serial evaluation of cerebrovascular hemodynamics in VoGMs are lacking. This proof of concept study using quantitative blood flow measurements from 4-dimensional flow magnetic resonance imaging may be useful as a noninvasive biomarker to guide timing of intervention and assess disease progression and treatment outcomes. Between July 2016 and July 2018, 4 patients harboring VoGMs underwent Phase Contrast Vastly undersampled Isotropic PRojection (PCVIPR) imaging at the University of Wisconsin Hospitals and Clinics. We applied PCVIPR imaging to assess its potential for obtaining anatomic and physiologic flow data before and after surgical embolization of VoGMs. Hemodynamic pressure parameters obtained from PCVIPR imaging were compared with stump pressures recorded in vivo. We found a decrease in mean arterial pressure from 97 mm Hg pretreatment to 65 mm Hg post treatment. These findings corroborate the decrement in venous pressure gradients documented on PCVIPR imaging. For all patients, pressure gradient changes on PCVIPR imaging correlated with in vivo arterial pressures and aided in clinical decision related to cerebrovascular evaluation, treatment planning, and clinical course. Four-dimensional flow magnetic resonance imaging/PCVIPR imaging has a potential role in determining endovascular embolization and therapeutic outcomes on the basis of objective and reproducible hemodynamic characteristics of the vascular lesion. It represents a novel, noninvasive approach that may guide the extent and timing of therapeutic intervention and treatment of cerebrovascular diseases in pediatric patients.